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Abstract 
In this paper we want to find an explicit balanced embedding of principally 
polarized abelian varieties into projective spaces, and we will give an elementary 
proof, that for principally polarized abelian varieties, this balanced embedding 
induces a metric which converges to the flat metric, and that this result was 
originally proved in [1). The main idea, is to use the theory of finite dimensional 
Heisenberg groups to find a good basis of holomorphic sections, which the holo-
morphic sections induce an embedding into the projective space as a subvariety. 
This thesis will be organized in the following way: In order to find a basis of 
holomorphic sections of a line bundle, we will start with line bundles on complex 
tori, and study the characterization of line bundles with Appell-Humbert theorem. 
We will make use of the fact that a positive line bundle will have enough sections 
for an embedding. If a complex torus can be embedded into the projective space 
this way, it is called an abelian variety, and the holomorphic sections of an abelian 
variety are called theta functions. We will study a special kind of abelian varieties, 
the Jacobian. Then we study the isogeneses of abelian varieties, specially the 
action on the 0(1) bundle under the multiplication map /(•)’ by both geometric 
means through the study of line bundles, and algebraic means through the study 
of Heisenberg group, which would have implied the main results. 
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Chapter 
Introduction 
Let (X = V/A, OxW) be a principally polarized abelian variety. The main result 
of this paper, is to show that there exists an embedding 
M^) 二 € 6 H'Ox(l') 
sending X into the projective space such that the embedding is balanced; this 
means that the image of (pi would satisfy 
丄 様 - S ) — f � • 
The pullback of Fubini-Study metric on P" then induces a metric ui on X, which 
we will give an elementary proof, that as I tends to oo, u i j l � c o n v e r g e s to a;o, 
the flat metric on X . 
We will first study in chapter 2 the basic facts of the complex torus X , which 
is the quotient of C-' by a lattice A generated by the period matrix A = � (/, Z ) = 
{ei,e2,...,eg,Ag+i,...,A2g} G Mgx2g(C). It has the inherent group structure from 
C-^ , and is also a compact complex manifold. In chapter 3 we will study the 
group Pic(X�of line bundles of X. It turns out each line bundle in Pic(X) can 
be characterized by two variables: the first Chern class H = ci(L), which is a 
Hermitian form on C^, and the semi-character x, which is a function on norm 1 
on A. 
6 
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The very ample line bundles of X have many linear independent holomorphic 
sections {氏}, and these holomorphic sections would induce an embedding of X 
into the projective space. If this is the case, we will call X an abelian variety, 
which will be covered in chapter 4 and 5, and we will study a special kind of 
abelian varieties called the Jacobian in chapter 6, which is heavily associated to 
Riemann Surfaces. 
The sections of very ample line bundles could be pulled back to holomorphic 
functions on O . Such functions are called theta functions) which have some 
interesting properties. In particular, the finite Heisenberg group 
ir = ((i,a,b)\a,be{izy) 
acts on the space of theta functions for the l*0{l) bundle. This will be covered 
in Chapter 7. We will see that these sections induce a balanced embedding into 
the projective space, proving our main result in the final chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Complex Tori 
In this chapter we will study the basic facts of the complex torus, a certain kind of 
complex manifold that is also a group, which we could induce additional structures 
on it to become an abelian variety. A complex torus X = C®/A, is a complex 
manifold of dimension g, the quotient group of V = C® and a lattice A in C^. It 
has the structure of an abelian group with group law descended from addition in 
C^, as well as being a complex manifold. The generators of A, {Ai, A2,...，A2g}, 
may be written as linear combinations of the canonical basis ei, 62 , . . . , Cg of C®： 
29 
Xj = ^ 
1=1 




is nonsingu-The period matrix A spans a lattice in if and only = 
lar: Suppose columns of A span a lattice in C 沒，which means that A2, . . . , A2g} 
are linearly independent over M. Then detP = 0 would imply there exists a 
nonzero x € & such that Px 二 0, and subsequently Ax = Kx = 0. But 
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this is impossible as Ax is a non-trivial linear combination of Ai, A2, . . . , A2g. On 
the other hand, if {Ai, A2, . . . , A2g} are linearly dependent, there would be some 
nonzero x E R^ ^ such that Arc = 0 and consequently Fx = 0, which shows that 
P is singular. 
2.1 Homomorphisms of complex tori 
Let X = V/A and X' = V'/A' be two complex tori. We want to inspect the 
holomorphic maps from X to X'. It turns out that such holomorphic maps are 
translations of group homomorphisms: 
Theorem 1. Let h : X = V/A > X' = V'/A' be a holomorphic map of complex 
tori. Then we have 
a) h is induced by translation of a group homomorphism, ie there exists a group 
homomorphism such that h(x) = f(x) + h(0); 
b) There is a unique global C-linear map F : V ~> V' sending A to A' such that 
f is induced by F. 
Proof. Consider 
f(x) = h(x) 一 
Then /(O) = 0，and we can lift / to a global map F : V ~ ^ V' with F(0) = 0. 
For each v eV and A G A, F(v + A) - F(v) € A' is a continuous function of v, 
so it is a constant function and 
F(v + A ) - F(v) = F{X) - F(0) = F(A). 
Then F'{v + A) = F'(v), and F' then descends to a holomorphic function f : 
X C, hence F is constant, since X is compact. So F is a C-linear map and / 
a group homomorphism. 
• 
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Since any homomorphism / : X —> X' is completely determined by its 
values on A, we have Hom{X,X') C Hom(K,k') ~ 卯'where g and g' are the 
dimensions of X and X' respectively. 
2.2 Cohomology of Complex Tori 
Let X = V/k be a complex torus of dimension g. Then each point A e A 
corresponds to an element of Hi(X,Z) = 7ri(X), by sending A to the loop of the 
image of the projection of the line OA in V. Then we can identify Hi{X,Z)= 
7Ti{X) = A ~ Then H\X,Z) = Hom{A,Z), and by Kunneth formula, 
(2g\ 
//"(X, Z ) =八""H i ( X , Z), which is a free abelian group of dimension 
n 
Chapter 3 
Line bundles on complex tori 
We now consider the group of line bundles on X = V/A. It can be 
identified with 0*x), as transition functions g^p of a line bundle are Cech 
1-cochains, and two such cochains gap and g'^ ^ define the same line bundle if and 
only if their difference Qafsg'ap is a Cech coboundary. Since 0 ~ ^ Z ~~> O x ~ > 
0*x ~ > 1 is exact, it induces a map from the long cohomology sequence 
The image ci(L) of a line bundle L € Pic{X) is called the first Chcrn class of L, 
3.1 First Chern classes 
Let ci(L) 6 be the first Chern class of L. It can be associated to a 
Hermitian form H on of which /m//(A, A) C Z. The set of all such H is called 
the Neron-Severi group, denoted by NS{X), and each H e NS{X) is associated 
to some line bundle L on X = V/A. 
We will first identify each ci(L) G NS(X) with a Hermitian form If. Consider 
the map 
11 
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induced by the exact sequence 0 —> Z —^  Ox —> O^ j： 1. The first arrow is the 
ci map, so we only need to consider ker(p), where p : —»• //^(Ox) 二 
is the map in the long exact sequence, with the last isomorphism follows 
from the Dolbeault Theorem. The Hodge Decomposition implies that 
But p factors through by 
p : — H''{X,C) - — //"(X)� 
through the natural restriction map ~ > II^^'^(X). ^ o E = Ei + 
E2 + Rs e U\X) = ff2’o(x) © ff'''(X) e //� ’2(X) is in ker(p) if Eg = 0. But 
El - E^-0 since E takes values in E. So E = E2 is a (1, l)-form on X , which is 
linear in the first component and anti-linear in the second, thus being a Hermitian 
form. 
3.2 Semicharacters on line bundles 
Let // be a Hermitian form on the complex torus X = V/k. A semi-character 
for // is a function x : A > Ci 二 {2 e C||z| = 1} satisfying 
X(A + /i) = X(入)X(")e(7ri/m//(入，")） 
for all A,/i e A. When H = 0, we have x e Hom(A,Ci)- The set P(A) 
of all pairs (H,x)i where H G NS(X) and x is a semi-character, is a group 
with multiplication defined by (//i ,Xi)�(付2,X2) = {Hi + //2,XiX2). For each 
e P(A), define a factor of automorphy by 
o彻 (入’ “)=x(A)e(7r//0；, A) + 7r/2//(A, A)). 
Then it defines a line bundle on X , L(H,\) = Vx C/A, where A acts on x C 
by A o (‘u,t) = (v -h We wish to introduce the Appell-Humbert 
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theorem, which states that for each line bundle on L, there exists unique H and 
X such that L ~ L(H,x)-
Theorem 2. Let PicP{X) be the group of line bundles with first Cheui class 0. 
Then there is an isomorphism of exact sequences 
Hom{A,Ci) 一 P(A) 




Proof. First note that F(A) > Pic(X), (H, x) ~ ^ L{H, x) is a homomorphism, 
as 
v) = Xi(A)e(7r//i(t;, A) + A ) ) X 2 � e ( 7 r / / 2 ( � A ) + A ) ) 
=XiX2(A)e(7r(//i + H2){v, A) + ^{H, + 哪,A)) 
Next we will show that ci(L(//’x)) = //for any (//, x). Let x(A) = e{2mip(X)), 
then = e(27r2^(A,^;)),with^(A,t;)) = (^(A)-|//(^;,A)-|//(A,A).Then 
we have 
(/mci(L))(A,//) 二 v + X) - v) - ^(A, n + v) + g{X, v) 
=如…’".)- ,""）))=rrnH{X , f i ) 
Since ci(L) is Hermitian, ci(L) 二 H. This in particular implies P(A) ~ ^ Pic{X) 
is surjective, since the set of semi-characters for each H is non-empty. 
In order to show P(A) > Pic{X) is isomorphic, consider the map Hom(k, C i ) 
Pic^{X). First that this map is injective; if x i and X2 are two semi-characters 
for 0 such that L(0,xi) - [(0’X2)’ they define isomorphic line bundles, a(ff,xi) 
and (i(H,x2) arc equivalent cocycles as factors of automorphy, which by defini-
tion there exists a non-zero holomorphic function h(v) on V such that x i ( A ) = 
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X2Wh{v + \)h-'^{v). As Ixil = IX2I = 1, \h\ is bounded over V which implies h 
is constant. 
Now we claim that Hom{A,Ci) ^ Pic^{X) is a surjective map: Let / be a 
factor of automorphy for L G Pic^(X). As H\Ox) ~> 伊 ~ > 
is exact, f can be given as the image of e{27rig{X)). Now f ： A ~ > ]R is a 
homomorphism, which extends to a function V ~>• R. We construct x by 
v) = f{X)e{27ril{v) - 27ril(v + A)) 
with l{v) = Img{iv) + ilmg{v). Then x E //om(A,Ci), as 
= |e(-27r/m^(A))||e(-27r/m^(t;))||e(27r/m^(^； + A)| = 1. 
This proves the Appell-Humbert theorem. 口 
3.3 Theorem of the Square 
Let ty{x) = x + v be the translation map on X = V/A. This induces a pullback 
map tl on line bundles L over X. Indeed, by Appell-Humbert theorem, L = 
L{H,x) for some (//, x)- Then we have 
Lemma 1. 
tlL(H,x) = LiH,x)ei2mImH(v,X)). 
Proof. The factor of automorphy for L is 
叫"’x)(A’ v) = A) + 7r/2//(A, A)) 
Then t*L has t*邦，乂“) as its factor. Let g(u)) = e(—7r//(秘’'"))’ then we have 
=X(入)•• -l-v,X)-h X))e{-TTH{w + A, + ttH—, v)) 
=x{X)e{27TiImH{v, A)e(7r// + A)) 
which is an equivalent factor to t:(i(H’x)- • 
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This implies the theorem of square immediately, which states 
Theorem 3. 
K+^L = t:L 0 t^L (g) L-i 
for all v,w e X. 
Chapter 4 
Principally polarized abelian 
varieties 
In this section, we will study the theta functions, which are entire functions of V 
descending holomorphic sections of line bundles. The vector space of theta func-
tions would provide a balanced embedding of X into the projective space. We'll 
first introduce the notion of polarization of a line bundle, which is the degree of the 
Hermitian form H. Let X = V/A be a complex torus and that II = ci{L). Then 
ff is a hermitian form on K, with E(A, A) = /m//(A, A) c Z. Then by elemen-
tary divisor theorem, there exist a symplectic basis {Ai, . . . ’ \， " 1 ’ …，"J such that 
( 0 D\ 
E is given by ，with D is a diagonal matrices with entries { d u . . . d A , 
乂一 D 0) 
di e N, with di\dj for i < j. If X can be embedded into P " as a subvariety, it is 
called an abelian variety, and the hermitian form H is called a polarization of X , 
and {di’ … d j is called the type of the polarization. If {di，…d"} = {1，1’...’ 1}’ H 
is called a principal polarization of X. If {zi,Z2,..., Z2g} are coordinate functions 
with respect to a sympletic basis {ei, 62, ...,e2g} on V, ci{L) can be given as 
9 
ci{L) = ^ didzi 八 dzg+i. 
1=1 
The conditions where X is an abelian variety, is known as Riemann Relations: 
16 
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4.1 Riemann Relations 
Suppose X = VIk is a complex torus of dimension g. Let {ei,e2,..., e^} e V be 
an orthonormal basis in C®, {Ai, A2,..., X2g} a basis of the lattice A, and we use 
the same A to denote the corresponding period matrix as well. The conditions of 
Riemann Relations states that 
Theorem 4. X is an abelian variety if and only if there exists a nondegenerate 
alternating matrix A E M2g{C) such that .. 
= 0 
iAA'^A^ > 0 
We investigate the conditions of Riemann Relations one by one. Let E be an 
arbitrary nondegenerate alternating form on C®, with E(A, A) c Z. Let A be the 
2g X 2g matrix representing E with respect to the basis {Ai, A2,..., A25}. Define 
II : C.9 X C “ C by 
II(m, V) = E{iu, v) + iE(u, v). 
Then Riemann Relations are equivalent to the condition that // is a positive 
definite Hermitian matrix on O , which defines a positive line bundle on X , 
which then // is a polarization. This is proved by the following two lemmas: 
Lemma 2. H is a Hermitian form if and only if KA'^h}- = 0. 
Proof. H is Hermitian if and only if E{u,v) = E{iu,iv)^yu,v e C® because 
H{u,v) = H{v,u) 
E(iu,v)^-iE{u,v) = E(iv,u)-iE(”,u] 
E(iu,v) = iv) 
=E{i{iu), iv) 
Abelian Varieties and Theta Functions 
This fact can be restated by defining 
18 
ilg 0 
0 一 il‘ V 
and note that iA = A/. Then for x,v e R^ ,^ 
x^Ay = E(A:r’ Ay) 
x'i'ATy = E{kIx,My) = E{ihx,iky), 






















f A VI/ X， 
v .A； U； / 
If we write 
above statement is now equivalent to 
with W,X,V,Ze M,(C), the 
-W X � 
orW = AA-^ 
Lambda'' = 0，which proves the lemma. 
The other condition is fulfilled by 
Lemma 3. II is positive definite if and only if i A > 0. 
• 
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Proof. Write u = Ax and v = Ay with e Similar to the above lemma, 
E{iu,v) = x^I^Ay 





w ^ 0 -llg) w /"I w V 7 
Ug 0 
� 0 -ilg, 
‘ 0 
_7:(八/1-1入0 
U \ l l l g U \ [ I A 




=iv'{AA-'AT V - iu'{AA-^A 
because = 0 by the above lemma, and 
0 
V 
iE{u,v) = ioctAy 









=iu'iAA-'Ayv + iu'iAA-'A' 
So 
H(u, v) = E(iu, v) + iE{u, v) = 
i.e. IJ is positive definite if and only if iAA'^A*- > 0. • 
Note that for a polarized abelian variety X with polarization 乙，with period 
matrix A = (Ai, A2) G Mgx2.g(C), if we choose the symplectic basis {Ai, A2,..., AzJ 
0 D 
for A, then A = 
D 0, 
Riemann Relations can be rephrased as 
with D = diag[di,d2,..., dg) the type of L, then the 
八20一1八1 - A i D - i A s = 0 
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Let X be a abelian variety polarized by L, and consider the holomorphic 
sections The sections can be extended to holomorphic functions on V, 
which we call them theta functions: 
4.2 Characteristics of line bundles 
According to Appell-Humbert theorem, each line bundle L e PicP(X) on the 
complex torus X = V/A can be classified by the first Chern class ci(L) and 
a semi-character x- Yet, for X a principally polarized abelian variety, the line 
bundles could be classified by characters: two line bundles Li and L2 with the 
same ci(L) must satisfy 
U ^ 弘2, 
where t* is the pullback of translation map tc{x) = .T + c. 
Wo will first introduce the notion of dual complex tori: Let X = V/K be 
a complex torus of dimension g. Consider Q = //omc(V,C), the space of C-
antilinear forms. Each I G //omc(V,C) is completely determined by its action on 
the g-dimensional C-basis, so dimQ = g. 
Now note that for Li, L2 with the same first chern class, Li (g)L^^ e Pic^(X), 
so 
for some x € lIorri{A,Ci). Now that the set 
X 二 {z e n\i{A) G z } 
is discrete of dimension 仏 so it is a lattice in Q. We may now define the dual torus 
X, by X = n/A. This is again a complex torus, and is canonically isomorphic 
to Pic^{X) ~ //om(A,Ci) by the identification /(•) — exp(27rz/(-)). Now given a 
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line bundle L e Pic{X), define a homomorphism (j)i ： X ~> X ~ PicP(X) by 
M^) = tlL ® L-\ 
By Theorem of the Square this is a homomorphism. Note that this is the induced 
by the Hermitian form H = Ci(L) on V: Let L ~ L{H, x), then by Lemma 1， 
乙(/-/，X) 二 xexp(27r2/m/-/(7；,.))), 
tlL 0 L-i ~ L(0, exp(27riH(v, •))). 
Now assume H is non-degenerate, which is the case of a principal polarization, 
then (/)£, is an isomorphism because dimX = dim义=q. 
So every line bundle in Pic"{X) are translates of each other, being of the 
form tlL for some fixed L e Pic"(X). There is a "canonical" choice of such L 
for a principally polarized abelian variety: 
Let {Ai, A2,...,A2g} be a sympletic basis of A with respect to H, that it is 
chosen such that for E = ImH, E{\i,Xg+i) = 1 and E(Ai,Aj) = 0 otherwise. 
Define the semi-character xo by 
XoO )^ = exp(7riE(7;i’7;2)), 
where v = vi + V2 is the unique decomposition such that vi is in the subspace 
spanned by {Ai,..., A J , and V2 is in the subspace V2 spanned by {A^+i,..., A25}. 
Then xo is trivial on l/i n A and V2 n A. For Lq ~ L(xo, H)�each line bundle on 
X can be written as the form t*{Lo). Such c is called a character of L. 
4.3 Theta Functions 
A theta function, by definition, is a function on C沒 that restrict to a holomorphic 
section of H^{L) on X . As A acts onv x C by X o {v,t) = {v + A, a("’A)(A’ v)t), a 
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theta function must satisfy the relation 
We will consider specifically bundles of type in this thesis. 
4.4 The Ox{l) bundle 
Let Q = (/, Z) = {ei，e2，...，eg’ Ag+i，…’ be a p x complex matrix with 
Z symmetric and ImZ positive definite. Consider the factor of automorphy 
for the principal polarization Ox( l ) , given by a(ei,z) = 1 and a ( A g + i , z ) = 
exp(-7r(iejZei - 2z^ei)). The fact that it is a factor of automorphy is checked by 
verifying the cocycle relation: 
z)a{\g+j, z + Xg+i) 
= e x p m ( - e \ Z e i - e]Zej - 2e]Zei - 2 z � i - 2 A j . ) 
=a(入9+力 z + Xg+j) 
A theta function, or the unique global holomorphic section of as X is 
principally polarized, is then given by 
diz) = exp(7rz(m^Zm + 
It's holomorphic as the series converges absolutely: if c > maxzi,爪o = mi, 
and mT{IrriZ)m. > as ImZ is positive definite. Then 
I exp(7ri(m了Zm + 2rri^z))\ < exp(—zra)""^ exp(27rc广。 
which shows that the series converges very rapidly. 
It is periodic with respect to c in the following sense: 
d{z + m) = d{z) 
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and 
d{z + Zmo) = e 一叫•加 
for m e Z . � 
The first one is obvious by definition of 0{z), and the second periodicity is 
demostrated by 
6{z + Zmo) = ^ exp{7Ti(m^Zm, + 2mF(z + Zmo))) 
meZf 
= e x p ( 7 r i ( ( m + mo)^Z(m + mo) + 2(m + mofz - 2mJZ - mJZmo)) 
meZ9 
4.5 Metric on Ox(l) 
Let be a Hermitian metric on Ox( l ) . Then h satisfies 
hiz)\d{z)\'' = h{z + Zm)\d(z + 
and 
h{z + m) = h(z) 
for all m G Z.9, because d(z + Zm) = e—开""^"^之爪+？爪了之)外之)Then 
h{z) = h{z + Zm) exp Im,Zm. + mSj), 
where y = Imz, and h must take the form 
/i(z) = e x p ( - 2 7 i V ( / m 幻 、 + t ) ) ’ 
if we require the curvature form of h to be ddh = cj = .dz\ImZ)~^dz. Now 
TT 
h{z + Zm) 二 exp3((z —+ 亡 — 乏+ 2i/mZm) 
+cH{z - z + 2iImZm)) 
=h{z) exp(-27rm^/mZm + 27TmH{z - z) - TTc^ImZm) 
= e x p — 2TT{m^IrnZ'm + 2m^y) 
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forcing c = 0. So the only metric on Ox (1) is given by 
h(z) = exp -2Tiy\lmZ)-^y. 
Specifically, the Chern class ci(L) of 0(1) is given by 
H(u,v) = (Imu)\lmZ)~\lmv) 
and x(-) = 1 following the identification by Appell-Humbert Theorem. 
4.6 Abelian Varieties and Elliptic Curves 
Abelian Varieties of dimension one is of special interest, since it is a compact 
Riemann surface of dimension one. This is isomorphic to a smooth algebraic curve 
of degree 3 in P^, the elliptic curve, with the help of Riemann-Roch theorem. 
By Poincare-Hopf formula, for each u e deg{u) = 2g - 2 = 0. Then 
u(p) 0 at each peC. Pick any p G C, and let D = 2p e Dw(C). Then i(D)’ 
the dimension of space of holomorphic 1-forms u with zero divisor ( o ; ) � > D is 0. 
By Riemann-Roch theorem, 
1{D) = d-g + i(D) + 1 = 2 - 1 + 0 + 1 = 2. 
So there exists a meromorphic function on C, with the only double pole at j). Now 
dimQ^iC) = 1, so for any fixed u e H^C), construct a meromorphic function y 
by y = dx/LJ. y has a triple pole at p and no other poles. Define the mapping 
/ : C ~^ IP2 
(1 ^ M � ’ ；?/⑷] 
P — [0,0, Ij 
Then / is a holomorphic mapping into P .^ 
The fact that im,{f) is a cubic curve is obtained by applying Riemann-Roch 
theorem repeatedly: 
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l(2p) = 2 implies L{2p) is generated by {l,a:}. 
/(3p) = 3 implies L(3p) is generated by because y has a higher order 
pole (3) at p. 
/(4p) = 4 implies L(4p) is generated by because x^ has a higher order 
pole (4) at p. 
l(5p) = 5 implies L(5p) is generated by because xy has a higher 
order pole (5) at p. 
l(Qp) = 6 implies L(6p) is generated by .because has a 
higher order pole (6) at p. 
But x^ also has a pole of order 6 at p, so in L(6p) there is some linear combination 
ax^ + bx2 -hex -h dy^ + ey + fxy + ^ = 0, 
which is a degree 3 curve in 
Chapter 5 
Isogeny of Abelian Varieties 
In this section we will study isogenics of abelian varieties, which would induce 
a pull-back map on sections of line bundles. Let X = V/A be a principally 
polarized abelian variety with V = C®. An isogeny is a holomorphic map from X 
to X such that dim{ker) = 0. By theorem 1’ this is always an homomorphism. 
We will first investigate two isogeneses, n x , which is multiplication by n 6 N, 
and ( - l ) x as multiplication by (-1). They are easily seen to be well defined, and 
induce actions Ux and (一 l )3c on the set Pic{X) of line bundles of X. We will 
study such actions, and that in fact this would induce an embedding of X into 
projective space. 
Theorem 5. For every L = (//,x) e Pic{X) and ne Z, 
Proof. First check that x{nX) = X(A)"’ as x(riA) = x{(n 一 l)A)x(A)e(7rz//((n 
1)A,A)) and H is Hermitian. We also have (一l)*x = as 1 = - A) 
26 
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5.1 Symmetric Line Bundles 
A line bundle is called symmetric if ( - 1 ) * L ~ L By Appell-Humbert theorem, 
this happens if and only if x takes values only in ±1 , as (_1)*L ~ L(H,x~^) and 
L ~ L(//,x)- For a symmetric line bundle, we have n l ~ L"^ by the theorem 
above. 
The L = OauW bundle is symmetric, as a(A, z) = a(-X, -z) by direct check-
ing. Then by Riemann-Roch theorem, if has linearly independent holomor-
phic sections, given by 
[z) = Z exp27rz((m + a)^Z(m + a) + 2(m + afiz + b)) 
for a,b e (Z[l//]/Z)®, as these are the sections inducing the O如(1) bundle on 
X. Lefschetz's embedding theorem states that, as is ample and P > 3, 
these sections induce an embedding of V = X/A into the projective space: 
Mz) = {0 € 2g. 
where 9 (z) are linearly independent sections of Z/ The image ^piiX) is a 
J 
subvariety of defined by Riemann's Theta Relations.. 
where a, b e {0, Let Xpq = 0 for p,qe {0,1}. Considering 
Ol{z)el{0) 二 exp7rz(^(n, + + 2 (二 n, + 2a) ^  + 2(叫 + ns + a)z) 
ni,n2,n3, 
^ exp 7ri(J2(nifT + 2(ni + 712)2 
2,n3,n4eZ 
+ ( ^ n i ) ( 6 + ar) + a V + 2az), 
ni,n2,n3, 
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5.2 Theta Relations 
Suppose / > 4 is even. By [1], the coordinate ring of <Pl(X) G is 
generated by quadratic equations: 
Oyup(O) E " W X y 竹 — 2 / 1 + 2 ’ 
zeZ2 zeZ2 
where p(z) runs over all possible characters of 丑0爪(；5(：2，士 1), the set of homo 
morphisms from two-torsion points of X to {±1} , and � ’ p defined by 
U O ) = pW�+z(O) 
are constants, where y, 2/1’ 2/2 E Zi® Zi with y 三 yi 三 y2mod2[Zi) 0 2(Zi). (We 
a 
write 9y = 0 {z) when y = a + Zb with a, 6 6 ((l/l)Z/Zy so the notation 
b 
would be concise with [3].) 
We look at the special case where ^ = 1 and 1 = 2. As this case the period 
matrix can be simply written as ( l , r ) , and the line bundle 2*0(1) has 4 sections 
given by 
e a (z) = ^exp(7rz(n + afr + 27Yi{n + a)(z + 6)) 
b 
+ n2 + 77,3 4- riA 
Note that Y . K - T . 
written as 
n丨2 = -(ni + 712-ns- ^4) 
n'3 = ^(ni - 712 + 713 - 714) 
724 = ^(ni - 722 - 723 + 724). 
n\ + n'2 = 721 + 712, then the above expression can be 
E 纪“咖二 (0) = E exp 们 ( ; ^ ( n ; ) V + 2(n'i + n'2)z; 
We will show in the next section that 0ii(O) = 0. Then this implies 
o'oiizKw+的。M 对。(0) = oUzKm, 
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then 
Yl0l,{z)el,{0) = exp7rz(5^n2r + 2(ni + n2)z). 
a,b nie1,l<n<4 
(1 + e'ri(Eni) + g7rt(X： niT+r+2^) + ni(H-r)+r+2z) j 
= ^ 2 exp 7ri(y^ n-r + 2(ni + n2)z) • 
nieZ,ni+...+n4e2Z 
(1 + exp UiT + r + 2z)) 
= 1 2(exp 7Ti{Y^ n\T + 2(ni + n2)z) 
+ exp 7rz(^(ni + + 2(ni + n? + 1)2)) 
= X I 2 e x p ( 7 a ( E n ? ) T + 27ri(ni + n2)’ 
ni,n2,n3,n4GA 
where the last summation is over ni,n2,713,714 all integers or all half integers with 
Y,rii e 2Z, because 1 + exp(Xl^t) is 0 if [ r i i is odd. This is another lattice A 
on C4, and can be related to 1 } by 
n'l = -(n： 
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or 
殆 1 ( 0 ) 对 = 略 ( 0 « 
is one of the defining equations of the variety im(ipi) e P^. Similarly by consid-
ering 0如0训2 + l/2r) in which 蛇o(l/2 + l/2r) = 0n(O), we obatin another 
defining equation 
4 ( 0 )衫 = 
Combined they define the codimciisioii 2 subvariety im{(pi) G 
5.3 Theta Divisors 
As theta functions are holomorphic sections on X , its zero divisor, the theta 
divisor 0 is a subvariety of codimension 1 on X. Specifically, we first consider 
the line bundle 0(1) on X = V/A = ( l , r ) with dimX = 1. Then on the complex 
plane, 0 is given by 
0{z) = ^ exp(7rin^T + 27Tinz) 
nez 
with a, b e Z//Z. Now to compute the theta divisor, consider the fundamental 
domain ID, which is a parallelogram with vertices {0, 1,tJ + t}. Then by residue 
a 
theorem, f = 9 has 
b 
-
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zeros in D. But f{z-\-l) = f{z), /(z+/r) = expm(l'^T-2lz)f(z) = cexp(-27Tilz)f{z), 
so 
1 r 1 / fi+iT fiT pO\ 
(f'/f)dz = [ A I + I + / + / f'/f 
Jl+h JT J 
-IT 
2TH JQD 27ri 
a + D 躺 2m�… 
(J: _ / m - /'(之 + lr)/f{z + lT))dz 
dz 2m \Jo V / � ce-2啊⑷ 
1 / \ 
二 / 2nildz 
27ri \Jo 
= 
Also, check that (l/2r + 1/2) is a root of d\ 
^(l/2r + l/2) = E (TrmV + 27rm(l/2 + 1/2t)) 
nez 
= + 2mn{l/2 + 1/2t)) 
n£Z 
= ^ [m{n^T + n + nr)) 
nez 
=E(7ri((n+l)2T — (2n + l ) T + n + n7")) 
n€Z 
二 ( 兀 ? - 1)2t + 2ni(-n — l)( l /2 + 1/2t))) 
neZ 
=-0(1/2T + 1/2) 
ie 0(1/27" +1/2) = 0. Then ar + 6 + ( l / 2 r + l/2) is also a root of 0 for a , 6 e Z. 
So we know that for a section of the P points (ar + 6 + (l/2r + l/2))/l 
form the theta divisor of 0(1'^). 
J > V 
This map is not well-defined as it depends on the path of integration from p to q. 
However, if we consider 7ri(X) ~ letting (Ai, A2, . . . , X2g) be a basis of 7ri(X)， 
and define the period matirx by 
A = 
wi 
/ai 的 L … 
��� 9 J 人 4 … / A 
then 7 is well-defined up to A. Explicitly, it is a well-defined map from X into 




Let C be any compact Riemann surface of genus g. We want to introduce an 
abelian variety in this section, the Jacobian variety J, which we can embed C 
into J. Consider the vector space of holomorphic forms on C. It is of dimension 
g � a n d consider a basis {a;i,a;2, • • • ,ujg}. Letting p be a fixed point of C, then for 
any q, consider the map 
1 r N 3 3 
/ T P
 f p 
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Abel-Jacobi map. We first study the complex tori J{C). 
6.1 Jacobian as an abelian variety 
The complex tori J(C) is in fact a polarizated abelian variety, by verifying the 
Riemann Relations: As 
( f � 
Wij = / � j 
the Riemann Relations for A = 
0 
0 
can be rephrased as 
Theorem 6. For any e 
E 
i = l 
9 
叫 / UJ = 0 
«/Ag + i •/Ag + i JXi J 
� u - tJ w > 0 
J Xg+i -'At J 
Proof. Following [4], we consider the above statement X by choosing an arbi-
trary point q on X , and choosing paths {Ai, A2,..., A2g} € 7ri(X) such that the 
intersection numbers are 
K . ^g+i = — Ag+l .入i = 
for 1 <i < g, and for otherwise 
入i • A, = 0. 
Cutting along the paths {Ai, A2,..., A2g} is the canonical 4没-gon representation 
P of C, with alternating sides {A ,^ Ag+i, I <i < g. Pick any b in the 
interior of P, and define 
u{p) = / ^  
for p e P by integrating alongside a path in P. Since u is holomorphic and P is 
simply connected, u{p) does not depend on the choice of the path of integration. 
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Consider u(p, which is a holomorphic 1-form on P. Note that 
d(u(p) = du A V? + udif = 八（^  + 0 = 0’ 
because is holomorphic implies d(p = Q and o ; 八 i s a (2,0) form which must 
be 0 on P. Then u^p is a closed form, and by Stokes' theorem, 
'dP 
uip = J J d{uip) = 0. 
The left hand side of the above expression is 
r 9 / U(P+ U(F + JXg + i u(p+ mp 
where is the same path in opposite direction to A^  in C but different sides of 
the polygon P. Consider the expression 
inp + u^p. 
Let p G P be any point on Aj, p' E P representing the same point but lying in A � i 
which is a different point on P. Note that ip{p) = and that u{p) - u{p')= 
/(f — lb ) … w h i c h the path of integrations combine to form a cycle in 7ri(C)’ 
and integrating u along this cycle should give some linear combination of f^.u;; 
explicitly, consider on P the region surrounded by the paths pp\ Ag+j, and parts 
of \i and X~\ which gives 
u{p) - u(p') = UJ 
U)— 0； + UJ 
UJ 
�g+i 
which does not depend on the choice of p. 
Then the whole expression becomes 
Uip + mp = W p ) - u(p')) <p 
UJ 
�g+i 
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Applying the same method on � � � c o n s i d e r i n g 
/ — + / u(p, 
� i 
letting p e P he a point of Xg+i and p' e P be the same 
we have on the region surrounded by the paths pp', A~\ 
u(p) — u{p') = [ u 




Combining the equalities above, 







' J Ag + i J Xg^i J Xi 
= / — + / — + / 等 + 
i=i J 入 g+i 八-1 
= [uif = 0 
Uif 
^9+i 
This verifies the first condition of Riemann Relations. The second condition is 
checked similarly: Consider the 1-form iuu on P. Then 
d{iuu)) = iuj A u udu = i u ; 八 > 0 
because u is holomorphic, and that by Stokes' Theorem 
ULJ =i j j d{uLj) > 0 
which completes the proof. • 
6.2 Abel-Jacobi Theorem 
Consider the group Div^(X) of divisors of degree 0 on X. Let Div^{X) 3 D = 




Abel's theorem states that ker(7) is the set of principal divisors on X , and Jacobi's 
Inversion Theorem states that 7 is surjective on Div^{X). Thus we have 
Theorem 7. 7 descends to an isomorphism 7 : Pic^{X) J (X) . 
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The left hand side can be expanded to be 
A > 






Using the calculation of u(p) - u{p') in the first case, we have 
uuj + / uiD [u{p)-u{p'))ij 
and 
UJ / UJ 
�g+i 
UU)+ ULO = 
�g+i "9+i 
(u(p) - U(P'))LU 
�g+i 
Then 
/ / diuu) = 
J J P 1 
UJ I u. 
UU-h / UU+ / UU) + / UU) 
�g+i 
I CO d； > 0 f UJ — 
Ai 
UJ / = 4 
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J(C) has kernel K*(C), 
This can be divided into several lemmas: 
Lemma 4. Abel's theorem The map 7 : Div^(C) 
the group of principal divisors of C. 
Proof, i. K*{C) C ker{-f): 
Let / E K*{C), consider the map 
7/�: pi > J(C) 
m = 7((/ - 0) 
We want to show that -ip is constant, because this implies 7 ( / ) =讽Q ) - iJj{oo)= 
0. Let if - t ) = Yli=i pM- Note that pi(i)’s are holomorphic functions of t, 
because for generic t, f is biholomorphic in a neighborhood of pi(t) = f~^(t) e C. 
Consider 




For a holomorphic 1-form w, it can be represented as cu = hi(z)dz near pi{t). 
Then 
i广⑷ 
Jt.L to = hi(t) 
near pi{t). On the other hand, near Pi(t), 
� hi{t) 
f - t z - t 
so 
UJ 
- = hi{t). J - t 
Combining both, 
肌 i=\ Jq i=i 
U) 
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The last assertion follows from residue theorem because are the set of solu-
tions of f{z) = t. Then ip is constant, which implies K*{C) C ker{^). 
ii. ker(j) C K*{C): 
Let D 6 Div^{C) with 7(D) = 0. Suppose 
k 
D = [ riiPi 
i = l 
with Ui e Z, Pi e C. We try to construct a meromorphic function f such that 
(/) = D. The idea was to construct a meromorphic form '(f) on C with the 
following properties: 
a.) (0)00 = Ef=i Pi 
b) Resp^cf) = 6 Z 
c) A ^ e Z . 
If such a form exists, define 
f{p) = exp (27n: jq 0 
integrating along paths that do not pass through any Pi. Then / is a well-defined 
meromorphic function, because any two paths of integration only differ by a cycle 
A e 7ri(Z), but c) states that 
exp 2TTi J ^ ~ exp(2n7rz)= 
for n e Z. Then f is holomorphic except at Pi, and that suppose we write 
with respect to the local coordinates z{pi) = 0 near p^ for some holomorphic h. 
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Then near p(i), we have 
fp 
f(z) = exp 2772 / (j) 




2m 0 + 
M f � -
" ( p o ) 
rii 
几i dz \\\ 
+ 响 心 




= e x p 2m 
U : � -会 产 
is a nonzero constant and 
H{z) = exp 2m / h{z)dz 
is a nonzero holomorphic function. Then (/) = riiPi = D. 
The construction of f then comes down to constructing differentials 0 with 
required poles {pi} and residues. Consider the exact sequence on C 
0 f^ i 一 — ^ — > 0 
where Pi) is the set of meromorphic 1-forms with at poles of order 1 at { p j , 
and the third arrow is the residue map. This induces the long exact sequence 
But 
’ so Pi)) is of at most codimension 1 in J]. C. Given Resp.(j) must 
be 0 on X , the required differential always exist. 
Now suppose D = ^ • riiPi G Div^{C) is in the kernel of 7, and construct ijj 
as above. We want to give a with the same poles and residues as i/j and have 
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integral periods. Let (/, Z) be the period matrix of J(C), then consider 
UJi 
'7t 
Then for l < i < g , 
f ^-Y^f f f 
by period matrix. Now given D e ker(j), 
{l{D))j = 叫 ujj 
for rrii G Z. Then for < = tp' - mg+jcjj, 
/ f = V ^ ' - ^ m p + j / Uj = -rrig+i 6 Z. 
Jxi JXi JXi 
For 八州 V广’ let Vj{p) = J^ tuj in C. Then by Residue Theorem and apply the 
same calculation as Riemann Bilinear Relations, 
E m,i = i i m 
= E rii J ujj 
=EniVj(pi) 
i 
=2m ^ ReSpi 
idP ”j 
= D i 
i=i从 
� j / 功 ' 
J Xg+i 
= … � 们 




= ^ / Ui = rrii 
i=i J � 
by the fact that the period matrix has Z = Z\ or u j = uji. 
Then ijj" satisfies a), b) and c), which implies the existence of f such that 
(/) = D, and ker(^) C K*(C). • 
The Abel's theorem shows that 7 : Div^{C) — J{C) can be reduced to an 
injective map from line bundles of C to the Jacobian. In order for 7 : Pic^(C) — 
J(C) to be an isomorphism, it remains to show that gamma is surjective, which 
is known as Jacboi's Inversion Theorem. See [4j for proof. The idea was to show 
a more strict theorem: 7 is a birational map from C-^  to J(C), where C^ is the 
没-fold product of C. In particular, this implies C ~ J(C) when ^ = 1. Then the 
theorem follows immediately by considering divisors of the form Pi +.. . + Pg -分• c, 
for the base point c G C of the Abel-Jacobi map. 
Note that the Abel-Jacobi map is an embedding from X into J(X): Consider 
the differential 
dl{v) = Yl^i{p)dZi. 
i 
if dj{p) = 0 at some point p e X, all holomorphic forms on X vanish on p. By 
Riemann-Roch theorem, there exists a non-constant memorphic function f with 
the only pole at p, or degf = 1. This induces an isomorphism / : C pi, but is 
impossible because pi has genus 0. 





i f 二 
As+i 
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6.3 Torelli's theorem 
Let C and C be compact Riemann surfaces. The Torelli's Theorem states that, 
if the Jacobians along with the polarizations (J(C),Q) and (J(C'),Q') are iso-
morphic as polarized abelian varieties, then C is isomorphic to C'. 
Chapter 7 
The Heisenberg Group 
In this section, we will study the finite Heisenberg group, which is group of 
dimension 2g + I acting on the sections of line bundle 1*0{1). The action on 
the sections could generate a good basis for the balanced embedding of X into 
the projective space. Define the Heisenberg group as G = {(A,a,6)||A| = l,a e 
M'9,6 e K"}, with group structure 
(A, a, b)(X\ a', b') = {XX'exp(2mb^a'), a + a',b + b'). 
Consider V the complex vector space of holomorphic functions on C®. Define the 
actions Ta and Sb on V by 
Taf(z) = exp Tviia^Za + 2a^z)f(z + Za), 
Sbf(z) = f{z-^b). 
They satisfy the relations 
St,StJ{z) = / ( z + 61 + 62) = (之） 
Ta,TaJ(z) = Ta,{expm(a\Zai + 2a[z)f(z + Za^)) 
= e x p 'Ki(a\Za2 + 2a\(z + Zai))exp 7r2(a5Zai + 2a\z)f{z + Zai + Za么 
= e x p 7ri((ai + a2)^Z(ai + “2) + 2(ai + 02)^ 2；) f{z + Z(ai + 02)) 
=Tai+a2J 
43 
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Also, we have 
S,iTJ){z) = {TJ)iz + b) 
=expTTi{a^Za + 2a\z + b))f{z + 6 + Za) 
Ta{Sbf){z) = expiTiia'Za + 2a'z){Sbf)iz + Za) 
= e x p Txi(a^Za + 2a^z)f{z + 6 + Za) 
which implies 
SboTa = exp 2ma^bTa o Sb 
Then this defines an action of G on V by 
(A，a，^>)/(z) = X{Ta • S,)f(z) 
=Xexpm{a^Za + 2a^z)f{z + Za + 6), 
which the group law is verified by 
(A,a,6)((A',a',6')/)W = XX'{T^ • • T,. • S,>)fiz) 
= A A ' expmb'a'iTa . 7；' . S\ . Sb')Jiz) 
= ( ( A , a , 6 ) ( A ' , a ' , 6 ' ) ) / W . 
Let us define a norm on V by 
Wlf = I l/丨2/^(z)心ldz2…dzg 
JC9 
where y = Imz. Then Sb and Ta are unitary operators on V by the following 
statements: 
h(z)\St • /|2 = hiz)\f{z + 6)|2 = h[z + b)\f(z + 6)1' 
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and 
" � I 了 a . / r = h(z) exp27ri(a^Za + 2a^z)lf(z + Za)\^ 
= e x p ( - 2 7 r / ( / m Z ) - ^ y ) exp -27T{J{ImZ)a + 2jy)\f{z + Za)\^ 
=exp(—2冗(/ + ImZaf{ImZ)-\y^ + ImZa)\f{z + Za)\^ 
=^,(z + Za)|/(z + Za)|2 
Consider the subgroup 
r = {(l,a,6)EG|a,6 6Z®}. " 
Then 0{z) is the only globally holomorphic function invariant under the action of 
r , because it is the unique section of Oa^W-
For the subgroup 
let V/ be the set of entire functions on C® fixed by ^r. Then we have 
Theorem 8. / € V/ if and only if 
f{z) = Cn exp m(n^Zn + 2n^z) 
n€(Z[l//])9 
with Cn 二 Cin if n -me {IIP). 
Proof. As any f eVi is periodic under Si, it must take the form 
n€(Z[l/i])9 
Also, Tmf = f iov me which implies 
Tmf{z) = exp m(m^Zm + 2m^z)f{z + Zm) 
= e x p 7ri(m^Zm + 2m^z) ^ c'^exp 27rin^(z + Zm) 
n€(Zll/l])s 
= ^ C^  exp 7Ti{m^Zm + 2m^z + 2n^z + 2n^Zm) 
ne{Z[l/l])9 
= ^ 4 exp + 2nYZm exp 7ri(2(n + mfz) 
ne{Z[l/l])9 
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But also 
which implies 
Tmf{z) = f= ^n+m ^Xp 2m{n + 771? Z, 
ne(Z[l/l])9 
^n+m = c ^ exp 'Ki{m + 2nyZm, 
so if we write Cn 二 t4(exp (—Trin^Zn)) then 
f(z)= exp m{'n}Zn + 2n^z) 
ne(Z[l/i])9 
with Cn = Cn+m fOT Tl - TR E (ZZ广. 
If we write 
• 
Sc = ^ exp 7Ti{n^Zn + 2n*z) 
n€c+(iZ)9 
over a e {Z[l/l]/lZy, they form a basis of Vi, which are also linearly independent 
sections of the 0{P) bundle on X. 
Remark 1. The action of IT on V/ is the classical Stone-von Neumann repre-
sentation. In fact, each (A, a, b) e IT corresponds to the (g + 2)x (g+ 2) - matrix 
/ , \ 
1 a^ c 
0 1 b 
0 0 1 
\ / 
with exp2mc 二 A and ceQ. Recall the group law for G is defined by 
(A, a, 6)(A', a', b') = {XX'exp{2mb^a'), a + a',6 + b'). 
Let X = exp 2iTic and 入= e x p 2 7 r i c ' . Then the group law is readily checked by 
0 b 0 
/ c
 w a 
^ a 1 
0 
c + c' + aH) 
b + b' 
0 ly yo 0 1J \0 0 1 
and note that c + c' + a^b would correspond to A A' exp(27rm^6). 
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Note that for a, be Z[l//], 
Ta o sJz)= Ta o exp 7ri{n^Zn + 2n!'z) 
nec+{lZ)9 
exp ni{a^Za + 2a^z) ^ exp7ri{n^Zn + + Za)) 
nec+(fZ)s 
exp m{a^Za + 2a^z + n^Zn + 2n\z + Za)) 
nec+ilZ)9 
exp 7ri((n + + a) + 2(n + afz) 
nec+{lZ)s .. 
Sc+a ⑷ ， 
and 
Sb o Sc(z) = SbO ^ exp 'Ki{-n}Zn + 2n^z) 
nec+{lZ)9 
= ^ exp mln^-Zn + 2n\z + 6)) 
n€c+{«)9 
= ^ exp 27rm^6 exp ^{{n^Zn + 
nEc+{lZ)9 





and Sc's are related by 
= e x p ( 2 7 r 饭(p + a))Sp+„ 
peii/iz)9 
[z) = StoTad{z) 
Yu Sb O T a S e 
ce(z_/z)9 
y ^ exp 2'nih\c + a)sc+a 
ce(Z[iA]/z)9 
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Note that V/ ~ H^(l*0(l)); in fact, by the above relations, we may check that 
the functions < Q and {sp+a} differ by an invertible matrix. For conve-
nience, write IP dimensional vectors 
= (d 
The above relations state that 
with 
Sa = {sp + a}pe(z/iz)s 
be{z/iz)3 
Oa = UaOa^ 
Ua = {exp 2niq\p + a)/l}p^q. 
Then it comes down to show that for each a, UajlP丨^ is a unitary matrix, since the 
transition matrix from {sp+a} to < 0 can be decomposed into a diagonal 
matrix with diagonal entries of I® x blocks of UaS. But 
{UaU:)j, = (exp27ri(j-/c)^(p + a)) 
pe{z/iz)9 
= � 
The last assertion is obvious if j = k•’ each exponential is just 1. If j ^ k, let 
j - k = (ii,/.2,...,fi9);at least one r will have tr ^ 0, then for {pi, P2, Pr-i, Pr+i, 
fixed, consider 
i-i 
y^exp 27ri(ti,...’ t/s)乂p + a)/Z 
Pr 
= ^ exp27ri/l ( trVr + y^JijPi + 
Pr=0 \ \ i^ r^ 
1-1 
= e x p 2m{trPr + c)/l 
P r = 0 
= 0 ， 
+ trOLr 
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where c is an integer that do not depend on pr and 
d 
Pr k=0 
where d = {U, I). Then 
Z (exp27rz(i-/c)^(p + a)) 
pG(Z//Z)9 
/ \ 
= I ^exp27ri(j - k)(p-\-.a) 
Pl,P2,"MPr-l,Pr+l,...,P(9 \ Pr / 
= 0 . 
Chapter 8 
Balanced Embedding into the 
Projective Space 
Let if I be an embedding of any polarized abelian variety X = V j into some 
projective space P'^^-i ^ (20，2:1，印s-i) by sections of the very ample line 
bundle L = Following [2], it's called a balanced embedding, if the embedding 
satisfies 
Jx\zP I � 
where ujfs is the ordinary Fubini-Study metric on and D a^ ia the fun-
damental domain associated to IK. The primary result of this chapter is the 
following: 
Theorem 10. The embedding 
i p L - X P 化 
given by (piiz) = (...,(9 is balanced. 
This follows from the result of [2]. We verify that ipi is a balanced embedding 
by direct calculation, by considering the action of Heisenberg group on V/. 
50 
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Recall that Sb and Ta are unitary operators on V； with respect to the L^-metric 
given by | | / � | |笑= / J / ( z ) | 2 / i ( z ) a A As is a family of commuting 
operators, the eigenvectors {sp} are mutually orthogonal. Also, since 
\^c+p\h = |TaSc|�=Nc 
this implies 
II 刊 》 = 丨 Y ^ exp(-
= E 
=I'Ml 
So, the set 
1 9 〜 
Wk he(勢 
forms an orthogonal basis for the normed vector space (V；, h). 




we want to show that S^ and Ta are unitary operators. Then because 
h{z)\{S,f)(z)\'={h\f\'){z + b) 
h{z)\iTaf){z)\'= {h\f\') (z + Za), 
and 
C C 
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because the action of Ua is unitary, which implies 
Ix 
f \{S,f){lz)\'h{lz) ^ 
- J A 
f wmz+b) 
X + b) 
I / I 
{Sb�机丫UJfS 
ymiis. 







Jx E T ^ W ^ ™ 
f f J I l 
A l E c k P 
wmnis： 
i<PLyujFs}{lz + Za) 
which, combined with the fact that {sc} are eigenvectors of St and Ta, shows that 
iM^h 
is indeed an orthonormal basis for (V/, || . 
In particular, as (f)(z) = (...,Sciz),...) and (Pl{z) = {...,6 ⑵， two 
embeddings of X = V/A into the projective space differed by only unitary ma-
trices, (Pl{z) is indeed a balanced embedding. 
By [2], the balanced metric would induce a metric uji on X , which converges 
to the fiat metric uq. This can be explicitly restated as 
Theorem 11. 




r ^ ^ 
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peizim/izr 
Proof. Note that 
which implies 
[z) = Y1 exp(27rz6'(p + a))Sp+a， 
pe{z/iz)9 
=|exp(27n;?/(p + a))|2|sp+af 
pe{z/iz)3 
= X ] IVhiP， 
pe{z/iz)9 
E E E i^p-r 
= E 
PG(ra)® 
which proves the first equality. The second equality follows from that 





Then as a, b runs over the points 2 + Za + 6 forms a sub-lattice of 
A with small intervals. As 6 is holomorphic, the integral \'d(z)fh{z) can 
be approximated by summation of values of h\0\^{z) at the lattice points. Letting 
I —> 00, 
Vol{X) Jx a力e(甲)g 
= l i m 1 - ' 
pe(z//z)s 
• 
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This implies that as / —> oo, the balanced metric o;；//^  = converges 
to ujQ, the flat metric on X , as a function. 
Recall that the Fubini-Study metric on P" is defined by 
h = 
dzi 八 dzi 
EIN|2 





( • g (Epe(Z/iZ)s \Sp+a{lz)\'^h{lz] 
-
d{l^/Vol(X)J^hiz)\uj\^(z)dz) 
� W o p ^ 
The last assertion follows from the theorem and 卩卩/⑷ fx = 
being a constant. 
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